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Who are Decodable Readers Australia 

Decodable Readers Australia is a movement created by three parents and educators who decided there was a better 
way to help children who were struggling to read. “Having had children of our own that were challenged by the 
reading process, and having taught within a system saturated with policies, procedures and opinions we sought the 
answers for a foolproof pathway for children to follow on their ‘learning to read’ journey.”

Decodable Readers Australia is unique in that we are the only beginner reader series to offer 20 books in each level, 
allowing children to master each set of phonics before progressing. We also embrace the !ve essential components of 
learning to read, incorporate minimal sight words, and engage children in Australian themed stories. 

Our goal and passion is to improve literacy results around the world. At Decodable Readers Australia, we are dedicated 
to creating resources that prevent illiteracy. We are !rm believers that literacy not only has the ability to encourage 
children to love reading but ultimately, has the power to break the poverty cycle.
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What are decodable books and why are they important?

Decode means to crack. That’s exactly what children must learn to do to become successful readers - crack the code! 
Systematic synthetic phonics has been proven time and time again as the most effective way to teach reading. If 
children can’t decode the words on a page they will fail in their journey to access text.

When ready, children must be taught knowledge of letters and sounds and the skills of sounding and blending. But 
this is not enough to know how to read. The knowledge and skills must be practised over and over to achieve mastery. 
Without decodable readers, this practice cannot take place. 

Decodable readers are the conduit between phonics and reading. Children need them to build the necessary skills so 
they become pro!cient readers and can access the limitless opportunities of skilled reading. 

In each level, children are extensively supported as they master each stage of reading and will love getting to know the 
Aussie characters. 

Teaching reading systematically - how the level system works

Our decodable readers have been designed to incorporate the development of phonemic awareness, phonics, 
comprehension, vocabulary and "uency.  With 8 levels and 20 books in each level, children are extensively supported 
as they master each stage of reading and will love getting to know the Aussie characters. 

Each level offers an individual set of the 20 books, a classroom guided reading set or a big book set for shared reading. 

Below is an infographic that highlights the levels children will work through as they get more con!dent with each 
component of learning to read. 

Phonemic awareness, which is the ability to hear and manipulate spoken words, is critical to reading success. Each book 
in Level 1 contains a phonemic awareness activity to provide ongoing “training” for children in learning to hear and 
work with sounds. In the second pre-reading activity, the high frequency words, used within each story are introduced. 

Through literal, inferential and evaluative questioning, children are given the opportunity to share and discuss 
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Level 1 includes a complimentary guide on Phonemic awareness, which is the ability 
to hear and manipulate spoken words, is critical to reading success. Each book in Level 
1 contains a phonemic awareness activity to provide ongoing “training” for children 
in learning to hear and work with sounds. In the second pre-reading activity, the high 
frequency words, used within each story are introduced. Through literal, inferential and 
evaluative questioning, children are given the opportunity to share and discuss what 
they have read and a vocabulary focus explicitly teaches a new word relating to each.

Level 1 introduces the sounds s,a,t,p,i,n and offers a number of comprehension activities, 
vocabulary word to learn and is perfect for explicit instruction or as home readers. 

Level 2 includes a complimentary guide on how to conduct a Guided Reading session. 
This level provides the opportunity to observe children reading from texts that are at 
their instructional level. Each Level 2 book contains a pre-reading activity to help set a 
purpose for reading and to engage each learner. In the second pre-reading activity, the 
sight words used within each story are introduced. 

Level 2 introduces the new sounds m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r and contains a post-reading 
activity that ensures children have made connections and understood the text.

Level 3 includes a complimentary guide on Prior Knowledge. This level is a combination 
of what we know, what we believe, and what we have experienced. Young children, 
who are learning to read, have not yet had the opportunity to build a wealth of 
prior experiences and knowledge. As teachers, it is our responsibility to help provide 
opportunities and experiences, and share information for children to learn about the 
world in which they live. Each level 3 book contains pre-reading discussion questions, 
information about the theme of the story and an introduction to the sight words within 
each story. 

Level 3 introduces the new sounds r, b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z and offers post-reading 
activities that have been provided to ensure the children have made connections, 
understood the text, and to explicitly teach new vocabulary. 

Snapshot Level 1 - s, a, t, p, i, n

Snapshot Level 2 - s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r

Snapshot Level 3 - s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck,e, u, r, b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z

Level 4 includes a complimentary guide on Developing Fluency. In Level 4, children 
explore reading "uency. Reading "uency is the crucial link between decoding and 
comprehension. Children must have complete control over the processing of the text, so 
they can focus on developing deeper meaning. 

Each Level 4 book contains a pre-reading, teacher directed "uency activity and an 
introduction to the sight words within each story. Subsequently, the post-reading 
activities have been provided to ensure that children have made connections, understood 
the text, and to explicitly teach new vocabulary.

Snapshot Level 4 - s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g (girl), o, c(cat), k, ck, e, u, r, b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z, sh, ch, th
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Level 5 and 6 includes a complimentary teacher guide on Vocabulary Instruction 
explaining the importance of teaching word knowledge indirectly and directly. 
Vocabulary is a key component of effective reading instruction and ultimately 
determines how well children can comprehend texts. 

Level 5 and 6 are a combined set of 20 books which introduce more complex sounds, 
new vocabulary and include a reduced number of pictures to build con!dence in reading 
longer texts. 

The pre-reading activities help to activate prior knowledge and introduce new 
vocabulary. The post-reading activities include questions to ensure children have 
comprehended the text and a revision of new vocabulary.

Level 7 and 8 includes a complimentary teacher guide on Checking for Understanding 
explaining the questioning techniques that can be used to ensure children have derived 
meaning from the text. To comprehend, children must be able to decode the words, 
make connections between what they read and what they already know and think 
deeply about what they are reading. 

Level 7 and 8 are a combined set of 20 books which introduce more complex sounds, 
new vocabulary and include a reduced number of pictures to build con!dence in reading 
longer texts. 

The pre-reading activities help to activate prior knowledge and introduce new 
vocabulary. The post-reading activities include questions to ensure children have 
comprehended the text and a revision of new vocabulary.

Snapshot Level 5 and 6 - ai (trail), ay (play), ea (beach), ee (tree), ie (pie), igh (sight), oa (boat), ow
(slow), ew (few), ue (cue), oi (soil), oy (boy), oo (book), oo (moon), ou (loud), ow (cow), er (term), ir (stir), ur (turn), ar 
(star), or (for)

Snapshot Level 7 and 8 - a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e, a (baby), e (we), y (funny), i (!nd), y (sky), o (go), aw
(draw), ew (drew), ou (touch), air (chair), are (dare), ear (pear), eer (cheer), ore (more), dge (edge), tch (match)

Decodable Readers Phonic Based Apps 

Along with our readers, our phonics Apps allow children to read 
independently, be read to, and gives them the ability to tap each word to 
hear the corresponding sounds. Each of our phonics Apps contain the entire 
level collection, and extra pre-reading and post-reading activities to help 
children increase their literacy skills.
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Tips and Tricks for use in the classroom 

Each reader can be implemented as a primary resource 
to teach reading, as a support to an explicit phonics 
program, to implement in guided reading sessions, as 
engaging take-home readers, or as a resource to teach 
children about Australia. 

• Use as a primary resource to teach reading

– Use the Phonemic Awareness teacher guide in Level
1 to check each child is ready to begin learning written
representations of sounds.

– Teach the sounds using the order shown in our books.

– Use the 20 books in each level to give children lots
of practise blending each set of sounds and to develop
"uency.

– Use the comprehension questions in the back of each
book to check for understanding.

– Use the new vocab word introduced in each book to
structure the teaching of explicit vocabulary.

– Use the pre-reading activity in each book to develop
the skills of phonemic awareness, guided reading,
"uency and prior knowledge.

– Use the photocopiable sounds in the back of each
teacher guide to create individual sets of sounds
to allow children the opportunity to say, blend and
manipulate the sounds in words.

– Use the sight words printed in the beginning of each
book to build a sight word list for children to practise.

– Use the App for each level as additional practise both
in school and at home.

• Use as a resource to support an explicit
phonics program

– The order of sounds introduced within our readers
is closely aligned to many high-quality programs that
teach systematic and explicit phonics.

– Our readers are the perfect !t for providing children
with the opportunity to practise reading words using
the sounds that they have learnt.

– Our readers tell fun and engaging stories using great
Aussie characters.

– Unlike many other beginner reader series, each of our
levels includes 20 books which gives children lots of
opportunity to practise the sounds that they have learn.

• Use as a resource to implement in guided
reading sessions

– Our big books provide the perfect teaching resource
for conducting small group literacy sessions.

– Our readers can be purchased as class sets which
provide 6 copies of each book title to allow children in
small groups to have their copy to read, track and be
guided from.

 • Use for fun and engaging take-home readers

– The stories in our books are fun, engaging, written
using Aussie themes and help to ensure that home
reading can be enjoyed by both children and parents.

– The pre-reading and post-reading activities in each
of our books provides parents and caregivers with
additional information which they can use to support
children in their learning journey.

– The comprehension questions at the back of each book
help parents and caregivers to check that children have
gained meaning from the text.

– The new word introduced in each book provides an
opportunity to have fun learning new vocab.

– Our books systematically introduce new groups
of sounds to help teachers and parents ensure that
children can be successful when reading at home.

• Use as a resource to teach children about Australia

– The characters and themes of our books are
Australian and the places the characters visit are all in
Australia.

• Children can use our books to learn about:

– Geographical places in Australia such as the beach,
the rainforest and the desert.

– Aussie past times such as going to the beach, having
picnics in the park, bushwalking, road trips and
camping.

– Australian occupations such as lifesavers, rangers,
vets, athletes and sport coaches.

– Famous Aussie brands and foods such as Tim
Tams, lamingtons, pies, !sh and chips, jam drops and
watermelon.

– Popular Australia sports such as swimming, boxing,
BMX riding, cricket, tennis, AFL, Little Athletics and
martial arts.

.
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YEAR LEVEL CURRICULUM CONTENT 
DESCRIPTION DECODABLE READERS AUSTRALIA

Foundation 
Year

Read decodable texts, practising phrasing and 
fluency, and monitor meaning using concepts 
about print and emerging contextual, symantic, 
grammatical and phonic knowledge.  
(ACELY1649)

Each Level of the Decodable Readers Australia series introduces 
a small number of sounds. With 20 different titles in each level, 
extended opportunity is provided for children to build and 
master their phonic knowledge and fluency

Level 1: contains a explicit teaching guide and pre-reading 
activities on how to develop a child’s phonemic awareness.

Level 2: contains an explicit teaching guide and pre-reading 
activities on how to implement an effective guided reading 
session.

Level 3: contains an explicit teaching guide and pre-reading 
activities on how to build and connect prior knowledge to 
support comprehension

Level 4: contains an explicit teaching guide and pre-reading 
activities on how to improve reading fluency.

Level 5/6: contains an explicit teaching guide and pre-reading 
activities on how to directly and indirectly teach vocabulary

Year 1 Read decodable and predictable tets using 
developing phrasing, fluency, contextual, 
semantic, grammatical and phonic knowledge 
and emerging text processing strategies, for 
example prediction, monotoring meaning and re-
reading. (ACELY1659)

Foundation 
Year

Know how to read and write some high- 
frequency words and other familiar words. 
(ACELA1817)

High frequency words are words that occur very often in reading 
and writing. Some frequently occuring words are difficult to 
sound out and are hence often taught as sight words.

Each level of Decodable Readers Australia series introduces a 
small number of sight words. Children can be taught to hear 
the sounds and recognise these words within the context of the 
stories and through explicit instruction to help develop reading 
fluency. As more complex sounds are introduced throughout the 
levels the words move from sight words to decodable words.

Year 1 Use visual memory to read and write high-
frequency words.  
(ACELA1821)

Alignment with Australian Curriculum 

Each reader has been designed to align with the requirements of the Australian Curriculum. According to the Australian 
Curriculum the term ‘decodable texts’ refers to texts that can be read using decoding skills a student has acquired. 
Decodable text is usually associated with beginning readers or phonic books. 

The following table outlines how our readers support the requirements of the Australian Curriculum. 
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Teacher Testimonials 

We are using your readers in our whole school reading program because they are the most appealing, well sequenced 
readers we can !nd. It’s great to have some Australian themed decodables. Keep up the good work, and we look 
forward to our continuing relationship.

LUKE BOWERING 
Head of Curriculum

We stumbled across Australian Decodable Readers by accident and were totally thrilled when we did. Not only did 
they link directly to the phonics program we were implementing at the school, they had an Australian theme. We 
use both the big books and the student books in the classroom teaching program and the students then take the 
small books home to consolidate their learning. The decodable readers are crucial for allowing students to generalise 
phonemic awareness, phonics and sight word skills taught whilst engaging with texts.

LEANNE SANTAROMITA | SOUTHERN GROVE PRIMARY 
Deputy Principal

We use and recommend Decodable Readers Australia to our clients who are requiring extra assistance with reading 
and spelling. The readers systematically introduce the sounds to the child and the words gradually increase in length 
and complexity. The children like the characters and the pictures don’t provide too much information about what is 
written, so that children are encouraged to decode the words rather than guess what the words are. I would highly 
recommend these readers to any parent, school, or educator or therapist, for all children learning to read – not just 
those experiencing dif!culties.

DIMITY WILLIAMS | SAYSO SPEECH PATHOLOGY, BRISBANE 
Speech Pathologist & Author of ‘Ready, Set, Read... and Write! - A Guide for Parents’

Our school has purchased all published levels of the Decodable Texts since their inception. Our teachers love the 
Australian themed readers, as they are aligned to the explicit teaching of letters in the order matching Jolly Phonics. 
An excellent resource, valued by not only our Early Years teachers but also by other teachers across the school, who 
teach students with learning dif!culties. Well done! We look forward to the next levels (5 & 6) to be available.

ROBYN MARTIN (M. ED) | DIRECTOR OF TEACHING & LEARNING 
STLaN Link It! coordinator

Your decodable readers are a fantastic resource to support our students in their reading journey, offering engaging 
and well sequenced progression of text. Our students and teachers alike love the Australian characters in your 
readers and the questions in the back of the books are an excellent resource to support parents when reading with 
their children. Thank you for your fabulous work!

LAUREN MAYERS | DARLING HEIGHTS STATE SCHOOL 
Prep Teacher | SSP Lead Teacher



LEVEL 1, 2, 3, 4, 5/6 & 7/8 – WHOLE SCHOOL PACK PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

SPECIAL - WHOLE SCHOOL RESOURCE PACK 

Levels One to Eight Resource - 

Your Early Years Classrooms, Learning Support and Library!

School Bundle - Combined Levels 10 x Complete Individual Set 
10x Level 1 = 200 Books 
10x Level 2 = 200 Books 
10x Level 3 = 200 Books 
10x Level 4 = 200 Books 
10x Level 5/6 = 200 Books 
10x Level 7/8 = 200 Books 
= 1,200 Books!

Complete Big Book Set = 
1x Level 1 = 20 Big Books 
1x Level 2 = 20 Big Books 
1x Level 3 = 20 Big Books 
1x Level 4 = 20 Big Books 
1x Level 5/6 = 20 Big Books 
1x Level 7/8 = 20 Big Books 
= 120 BIG Books!

$7,995.00 
SAVE $2,973.00

COMPLETE GUIDED READING PACK – COMBINED LEVELS PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Levels One to Eight - 6 copies of each Level 1 - 8 title 
Classroom Bundle - Combined Levels 8 x Complete individual Set = 
6x Level 1 = 120 Books 
6x Level 2 = 120 Books 
6x Level 3 = 120 Books 
6x Level 4 = 120 Books 
6x Level 5/6 = 120 Books 
6x Level 7/8 = 120 Books 
= 720 Books

$4,140.00 
SAVE $612.00

COMPLETE SET -COMBINED LEVELS PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Levels One to Eight - 1 copy of each Level 1 - 8 title 
Level 1 = 20 Books 
Level 2 = 20 Books 
Level 3 = 20 Books 
Level 4 = 20 Books 
Level 5/6 = 20 Books 
Level 7/8 = 20 Books 
= 120 Books

$792.00 
SAVE $168.00

ORDER FORM
ABN 35 615 570 342 ACN 615 570 342

07 5514 0729
info@decodablereadersaustralia.com.au www.decodablereadersaustralia.com.au

Please email your order form to orders@decodablereadersaustralia.com.au

Date: Name: Role / Position

School Name:

Phone: Email: Accounts Email:

Delivery Address:

Signature:

How did you hear about us? Email: Referral: Google: Facebook: Other:

ORDER ONLINE 
CLICK HERE!



INDIVIDUAL LEVELS

LEVEL 1 PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Level 1 - CLASS PACK – 120 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n - BOOKS 1 – 20 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE

$792.00

Level 1 - INDIVIDUAL SET – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n - BOOKS 1 – 20

$160.00

Level 1 - BIG BOOKS – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n - BOOKS 1 – 20 Size: 350mm x 350mm

$495.00

LEVEL 2 PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Level 2 - CLASS PACK – 120 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r 
- BOOKS 1 – 20 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE

$792.00

Level 2 - INDIVIDUAL SET – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r - BOOKS 1 – 20

$160.00

Level 2 - BIG BOOKS – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r - BOOKS 1 – 20 
Size: 350mm x 350mm

$495.00

LEVEL 3 PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Level 3 - CLASS PACK – 120 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z 
- BOOKS 1 – 20 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE

$792.00

Level 3 - INDIVIDUAL SET – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z 
- BOOKS 1 – 20

$160.00

Level 3 - BIG BOOKS – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g, o, c, k, ck, e, u, r b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z 
- BOOKS 1 – 20 Size: 350mm x 350mm

$495.00

LEVEL 4 PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Level 4 - CLASS PACK – 120 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g (girl ), o, c (cat), k, ck, e, u, r, b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z, sh, 
ch, th (them), th (thin), qu, ng, wh, ph, g (gem), c (city) 
- BOOKS 1 – 20 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE

$792.00

Level 4 - INDIVIDUAL SET – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g (girl ), o, c (cat), k, ck, e, u, r, b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z, sh, 
ch, th (them), th (thin), qu, ng, wh, ph, g (gem), c (city) 
- BOOKS 1 – 20

$160.00

Level 4 - BIG BOOKS – 20 BOOKS 
s, a, t, p, i, n, m, d, g (girl ), o, c (cat), k, ck, e, u, r, b, h, f, l, j, v, w, x, y, z, sh, 
ch, th (them), th (thin), qu, ng, wh, ph, g (gem), c (city) 
- BOOKS 1 – 20 Size: 350mm x 350mm

$495.00

BIG BOOKS COMPLETE SET PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Levels One to Eight - 1 copy of each Level 1 - 8 title 
Level 1 = 20 Big Books 
Level 2 = 20 Big Books 
Level 3 = 20 Big Books 
Level 4 = 20 Big Books 
Level 5/6 = 20 Big Books 
Level 7/8 = 20 Big Books 
= 120 Big Books

$2376.00 
SAVE $592.00



LEVEL 5 & 6 PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Level 5 & 6 - CLASS PACK – 120 BOOKS 
Level 5 introduces the sounds: ai - trail, ay - play, ea - beach, ee - tree, ie - pie, 
igh - sight, oa - boat, ow - slow, ew - few, ue - cue.

Level 6 that introduces the sounds: oi - soil, oy - boy, oo - book, oo - moon, ou 
- loud, ow - cow, er - term, ir - stir, ur - turn, ar - star, or - for.
- BOOKS 1 – 20 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE

$792.00

Level 5 & 6 - INDIVIDUAL SET – 20 BOOKS 
Level 5 introduces the sounds: ai - trail, ay - play, ea - beach, ee - tree, ie - pie, 
igh - sight, oa - boat, ow - slow, ew - few, ue - cue.

Level 6 that introduces the sounds: oi - soil, oy - boy, oo - book, oo - moon, ou 
- loud, ow - cow, er - term, ir - stir, ur - turn, ar - star, or - for.
Level 5 - BOOKS 1 – 10 and Level 6 - BOOKS 1 – 10

$160.00

Level 5 & 6 - BIG BOOKS – 20 BOOKS 
Level 5 introduces the sounds: ai - trail, ay - play, ea - beach, ee - tree, ie - pie, 
igh - sight, oa - boat, ow - slow, ew - few, ue - cue.

Level 6 that introduces the sounds: oi - soil, oy - boy, oo - book, oo - moon, ou 
- loud, ow - cow, er - term, ir - stir, ur - turn, ar - star, or - for.
Level 5 - BOOKS 1 – 10 and Level 6 - BOOKS 1 – 10 Size: 350mm x 350mm

$495.00

LEVEL 7 & 8 PRICE 
(inc gst) QTY SUB TOTAL 

(EXCL POSTAGE)

Level 7 & 8 - CLASS PACK – 120 BOOKS 
Level 7 Introduces: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e, a (baby), e (we), y (funny), i (find), 
y (sky), o (go)

Level 8 Introduces: aw (draw), ew (drew), ou (touch), air (chair), are (dare), ear 
(pear), eer (cheer), ore (more), dge (edge), tch (match)

Level Seven Big Books - Books 1 - 10 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE 
Level Eight Big Books - Books 1 - 10 - 6 COPIES OF EACH TITLE

$792.00

Level 7 & 8 - INDIVIDUAL SET – 20 BOOKS 
Level 7 Introduces: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e, a (baby), e (we), y (funny), i (find), 
y (sky), o (go)

Level 8 Introduces: aw (draw), ew (drew), ou (touch), air (chair), are (dare), ear 
(pear), eer (cheer), ore (more), dge (edge), tch (match)

Level Seven - Books 1 - 10 
Level Eight - Books 1 - 10

$160.00

Level 7 & 8 - BIG BOOKS – 20 BOOKS 
Level 7 Introduces: a_e, e_e, i_e, o_e, u_e, a (baby), e (we), y (funny), i (find), 
y (sky), o (go)

Level 8 Introduces: aw (draw), ew (drew), ou (touch), air (chair), are (dare), ear 
(pear), eer (cheer), ore (more), dge (edge), tch (match)

Level Seven Big Books - Books 1 - 10 
Level Eight Big Books - Books 1 - 10 
Size: 350mm x 350mm

$495.00

SUBTOTAL

AUSTRALIA WIDE $15.95 FLAT RATE SHIPPING POSTAGE $15.95

TOTAL



Contact / Links
www.decodablereadersaustralia.com.au

info@decodablereadersaustralia.com.au

07 5514 0729

ABN: 35 615 570 342

ACN: 615 570 342

PO Box 635 Helensvale, Gold Coast, 
QLD Australia. 4212


